Stability Modelling of Clay and Silt Slopes to Evaluate the Feasibility of Rheometer Test Results
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Abstract – Stability analyses in slopes require mechanical soil properties. Many laboratory procedures had been developed to obtain mechanical parameters: triaxial undrained tests, direct shear tests, and oedometer tests to mention a few. This paper evaluates the feasibility of rheometer tests results to develop a stability model of clay and silt slopes. SEEP/W and SLOPE/W analyses were developed in GeoStudio, modeling drought and rain periods to evaluate the effect of matric suction in shear strength. Results are compared with similar analysis found in the literature, where traditional tests had been applied. The safety factor evolution has been computed during different weather conditions, where the soil strength evolution has been considered. This research revealed that the rheometer tests are feasible to understand the evolution of slopes’ stability.
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1. Introduction

Landslides can occur as a consequence of weather fluctuation on slopes with high permeable materials. The pore water pressure (PWP) raises [1, 2], the soil bulk density increases, and the apparent cohesion decreases during rain, and consequently these effects reduce the factor of safety, and the loading capacity [3]. In tropical countries such as Ecuador, several reports had been made regarding clayey and silty slope failures after raining periods, leaving behind high-cost damages and even human casualties [4, 5, 6]. For that reason, researchers had investigated the behavior of less permeable slopes under unsaturated conditions and how their strength is compromised by water infiltration [3, 4].

Pedone et al [3] modeled a uniform clay slope of the Southern Apennines, with its mechanical and index properties measured from undrained triaxial tests [7]. The results of this research revealed a reduction of the safety factor as a consequence of weight increase in raining periods. The destabilizing forces increased as the weight of slides rose. On the other hand, slices lost weight for evaporation periods, increasing the safety factor. Ng and Shi [1] modeled a clayey sand slope under drought and rain periods, with their mechanical properties measured in triaxial tests results and considering undrained mechanical behavior. Results showed that the safety factor varies rapidly during drought periods compared to infiltration periods, concluding that short drought periods compensated for the loss of resistance during wet seasons. Finally, Alonso et al [8] conducted similar research to Ng and Shi [1], and Pedone et al [3], but the computed values of SF were lower compared to the other researchers.

This paper evaluates the feasibility of the implementations of rheometer results to evaluate the time evolution of SF. This research explores a comprehensive study of the evolution of SF under changing environmental conditions. The rheometer allows computing the yielding function parameters and the modulus of the materials for different water contents. The research is divided into three stages. First, the mechanical properties are measured in a rheometer test. Second, the results of the remoter are implemented in a finite element software for pore water pressure computations and a limit equilibrium software for slope stability analysis (SEEP/W and SLOPE/W). Finally, the results are compared with those obtained by other authors [1, 3, 8].

2. Materials

This research used two types of soil materials obtained from the literature. Their response to deviator stresses is driven by cohesion, but also by their state of saturation. Matric Suction theory developed by Fredlund and Xing [9] was used in the description of the materials. It is important to state that a value of 1 million kPa is taken as the maximum value of matric suction that the modeled soils can reach, according to the literature [9]. Also, Perera et al [10] proposed a set of equations to
plot the characteristic curve based on grain-size distribution and index properties, which were used to obtain the parameters that serve as input values in SEEP/W [11]. The soil conductivity $k$ behavior under unsaturated conditions is calculated following Eq 1 [10]:

$$k = \frac{\int_{\ln(\psi)}^{\ln(\psi_{sat})} \frac{\bar{\theta} y - \bar{\theta} y'}{\bar{e} y} dy}{\int_{\ln(\psi_{aev})}^{\ln(\psi_{sat})} \frac{\bar{\theta} y - \bar{\theta} y'}{\bar{e} y} dy}$$  
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Rheometer tests results [12] were used to compute the Stress-Strain curves at different suction of a high plasticity clay. The clayey soil has a plasticity index of 50, a mass of particles smaller than 75 $\mu m$ of 100%, a dry weight ($\gamma$) of 13.142 $kN.m^{-3}$ and a saturated volumetric water content $\omega_s$ of 0.4835 $m^3.m^{-3}$ [12]. Tests results of the failure envelope in the suction–shear stress plane are presented in Fig 1a. A climatic chamber was used to measure the evaporation flux in the clay sample, which resulted in $3E-07$ m. s$^{-1}$ [12]. The value for the internal friction angle for the high plasticity clay is taken as 0° [13] for it to behave in an undrained state of stress. The hydraulic conductivity of the clay was 1E-08 m. s$^{-1}$ [12].

Fig.1: Strength parameters for the soil used in the stability model: a) Strength parameters of clay and silt, describing shear strength as a function of matric suction. b) Strength parameters of clay and silt, describing shear strength as a function of normal stress.

Fig 2: Soil behavior under unsaturated conditions: a) Soil-water characteristic curve built with Perera’s parameters, that relates the water content in clay and silt with the experimented water suction. b) Conductivity in the model’s clay and silt soil as a function of matric suction, representing Eq 1.

García-Navarro’s results [14] were used to obtain the mechanical parameters of silty-sand soil. The results revealed that 64% of the soil mass was finer than 75 $\mu m$. Other important parameters of the material are summarized as follows: plastic index of 10, $\gamma$ of 15.50 $kN. m^{-3}$ and $\omega_{sat}$ of 0.3969 $m^3.m^{-3}$. $\phi_b$ was set to have a value of 16.2°, taken from the literature [13, 12].
3. Methods

Geometry of Model

The proposed slope’s geometry was obtained from a study of the Avenue Simón Bolívar in Quito, Ecuador [15]. In this study, the experimental data were adjusted using linear regression. Eq 2 is the linear regression of this study, where it gives a relationship between the height of the slope ($h$) and the sloped angle ($\Theta$).

$$h = 71.826 - 0.8585\Theta$$

The modeled geometry is based on the mentioned equation. Consequently, for a typical height of 20 m, the angle can be approximated to 60°. The geometry of the modeled slope is presented in Fig 3b.

Seep and Slope Modeling

The seepage analysis started with a fully saturated soil deposit, the de simulation was divided into two parts. First, the model was subjected to evaporation with a water flux of -3E-07 m/s. The evaporation simulation stopped once water suction of 1E6 kPa was reached. Then the second part started. In this part, the boundary condition of evaporation was changed to infiltration. The infiltration was set up close to the saturated hydraulic conductivity. The two materials described in the previous sections were used on this modeling configuration. This research computes the slope stability through a limit equilibrium analysis at different times of the seepage analysis. Bishop’s limit equilibrium theory was used because it considers the variation in pore water pressure [16].

4. Results

Fig 4a to 4d show the contour lines of PWP and a cross mark 2.5m under the crown’s surface. The PWP increases 50 kPa at that depth in the clay slope (after 1 year of rain), and 35 kPa in the silt slope (after 140 days). Alonso’s model presented a faster increase in PWP, 75 kPa in 60 days [8]. Alonso’s results differ from this research. This is explained by the greater permeability of the soil in the previous research.

A more significant variation in the PWP is observed in the drought period than in the raining simulation. This suggests that water will infiltrate significantly slower than evaporate under the studied water conditions. This fact is evidenced at the end of the rain simulation where the water table has not recovered its original position. The waterbed level stayed unaltered at the toe and lowered near the crown. The water conductivity in the slope is increased as saturation does. Therefore at the crown of the slope where the water table is lower than in the toe, the soil water conductivity will the lowest.
Fig 4: Contour lines of PWP in a) the clay slope at the end of the drought period, b) the clay slope at the end of the rain period, c) the silt slope at the end of the drought period, d) the silt slope at the end of the rain period.

Regarding the behavior of the SF through time, it increases during drought faster than it decreases with rain. During a drought in the clay slope, SF takes 41 days to increase by 1.98 and a year to decrease by 0.86. For the silt slope, SF increases 0.99 in 34 days and decreases 0.59 after 140 days. The behavior of the SF is similar to that presented by Ng and Shi [1], where drought periods compensate for the reductions of SF during extended periods of rain.
Different stages of the transient analysis can be compared with the results in Fig 5a and Fig 5b. SF for the silt slope at a completely saturated state (initial state) has a value below 1.0, presenting instability until a week of drought has taken place. On the other hand, the strength parameters of the clay slope allowed computing an initial SF of 1.67. This suggests that silt slopes are more susceptible to losing their strength when saturation increase. A significant variation in the first days of rain is seen in both models, lowering SF by 12.28% in the clay slope and 12.08% in the silt slope. This suggests that a rain event after a long drought period has to be considered the maximum SF for design purposes.
The mobilized mass of soil was measured and reported in Fig 6a to 6d. The mobilized mass of soil within the failure slope is greater at the end of the drought simulation than at the end raining. At the end of the rain period, the mobilized mass decreases by 12.71% in the clay slope and 15.81% in the silt slope when compared to its dry state. This behavior is opposite the SF, and a more significant mass is needed to induce failure in a dry slope due to the increased soil strength. When analyzing the same value of SF in the drought and rain simulation for the same material, the carried mass associated with the SF is higher in the drought simulation for clay slopes. For example, the mobilized mass for an SF close to 2.28 in the clay slope is 454 m$^3$/m for the rain simulation whereas for drought is 482 m$^3$/m. The effect in the silt slope was the opposite, the mobilized mass for the same SF was 387 for raining and 313.57 m$^3$/m.

The mobilized mass is higher at end of the drought period, a bigger mass is needed to induce failure when the soil has its highest strength. In the drought simulation soil achieved the highest value of PWP on the surface of the slope; this lead to the failure surface to deeper depths.

5. Conclusions

The main objective was to evaluate the feasibility of rheometer tests results to describe the evolution of the SF throughout the drought and rainy seasons. Strength parameters were taken from rheometer tests for the clay slope model, while external data was taken for the silt slope model. SEEP/W and SLOPE/W software were used to analyze the evolution of pore water pressure and the safety factor. The simulation was interrupted when the slope reached a surface suction of 1 million kPa. An evaporation boundary condition of 3E-07 m/s was applied on two models. The first model was constructed using the properties of the clay soil, while the second used the properties of silty sand. The maximin suction was achieved in 41 days for the clay slope, while for the silty slope in 34 days. Then, an infiltration close to the saturated water conductivity was applied as a boundary condition in both models. The results revealed a faster evolution of the factor of safety in the evaporation simulation than compared to infiltration.

SF increased rapidly during drought periods and decreased gently during rain. The model also matched sudden decrements of the SF in rain events after extended periods of drought. The decrement in the SF and rise in the PWP were slower compared to the results of infiltration. The model described peaks for both slopes after the maximum matric suction was achieved. The mobilized mass associated with the critical slip surfaces was also compared. The mobilized mass with the same SF during drought and rain periods for the silt slope shows that more mass of soil is needed in rain seasons to cause the slope failure. It is concluded that slope stability models that work with strength parameters taken from rheometer tests are appliable.
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